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We calculate the form of the large time asymptotic expansion of the expected
volume of the pinned Wiener sausage associated to a compact set K in Rd in dimen-
sions d3. In each case the leading coefficient is given by the Newtonian capacity
of K. If K is a ball of radius a>0 the first three coefficients are calculated explicitly.
As a byproduct of our results we obtain the low energy behaviour of the Krein
spectral shift function for obstacle scattering systems.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let K be a compact subset of Rd. Given a continuous path |: [0, ) 
Rd define
SK (t, |) := .
0st
(|(s)+K)
Denote by P0, t0, 0 the pinned Wiener measure (associated to the Laplacian 2).
Define
#K (t) :=E0, t0, 0 |SK (t, |)|
where |SK (t, |)| is the volume of SK (t, |). The aim of the present paper
is to ascertain the asymptotics of #K (t) as t  .
The motivation for this problem is twofold. The first is that #K (t) is
closely related to the second virial coefficient for a non-ideal gas [22]. It
is also interesting to compare the expansion of #K (t) with that for ;K (t) :=
E0 |SK (t, |)| where P0 is the standard Wiener measure. The latter has been
studied in [19] and [16]. When K=Ka is taken to be a disc of radius
a>0 in the plane the asymptotics
#Ka(t)=
4?t
log t
:
2
j=0
cj (log t)& j+O \t(log(log t))
12
(log t)4 + (t  )
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were found in [23]. The coefficients are given by c0 :=1 and
c1 :=C(Ka)+#&log 4, c2 :=[C(Ka)+#&log 4]2&
?2
6
.
Here # is Euler’s constant and C(Ka) :=2 log a is the natural logarithm of
the logarithmic capacity of Ka . Here we are interested in the behaviour of
the expected volume of the pinned Wiener sausage in higher dimensions.
We find a strong dichotomy between odd and even dimensions. Our first
main result is the following.
Theorem 1.1. Let d3 be odd. Let K be a compact subset of Rd. Let
l # N0 . Then there exist #K, 0 , ..., #K, l # R such that
#K (t)= :
l
j=0
#K, j t& j+1+O(t&l)
as t  . The leading coefficient #K, 0 is the Newtonian capacity Cap(0)(K)
of K.
In contrast to the behaviour of ;K (t) [16] no half-integer powers of t
appear in the expansion for #K (t). In even dimensions we have
Theorem 1.2. Let d4 be even. Let K be a compact subset of Rd. Let
l # N0 . Then there exist #kK, j (0k jl ) such that
#K (t)= :
0k jl
#kK, j t
& j+1(log t)k+o(t&l)
as t  . The leading coefficient #0K, 0 is again given by the Newtonian
capacity Cap(0)(K) of K.
There are expressions for the coefficients appearing above although these
are extremely complicated, and we have only been able to understand the
first. In the radially symmetric case, on the other hand, we have more infor-
mation.
Theorem 1.3. Let a>0. In dimension d=3 we have
#Ka(t)=4?at [1+
3
2 a
2t&1& 116 a
4t&2+O(a6t&3)]
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as t  . If the dimension d5 is odd
#Ka(t)=4?
d21(d2&1)&1 {ad&2t& 2(d&2)(d&4) ad
+
4[&5d 2+20d&12]
d(d&2)2 (d&4)2 (d&6)
ad+2t&1+O(ad+4t&2)= (1)
as t  .
The d=3 result is already implicit in the work [22].
Theorem 1.4. Let a>0. In dimension d=4 we have that
#Ka(t)=4?
2a2t[1& 12a
2t&1 log t+[log a&log 2+ 54] a
2t&1+O(t&2 log t)]
as t  . In dimension d=6,
#Ka(t)=4?
3a4t[1& 14a
2t&1&96a4t&2 log t+O(t&2)]
as t  . If the dimension d8 is even, the asymptotics (1) hold.
We note that the expansions above are in accord with the scaling
relation
#Ka(t)=a
d#K1(a
&2t).
The method used to prove the above theorems is as follows. The quan-
tity #K (t) can be interpreted analytically as
#K (t)=(4?t)d2 Tr[e&tH&e&tHY] (2)
where H is the free Laplacian on Rd and HY is the Dirichlet Laplacian on
the complement Y of K. By the well-known trace formula of Krein we can
write
Tr[e&tHY&e&tH]=&|

0
te&t*!(*) d*
where !(*) is the Krein spectral shift function. The problem therefore
reduces to finding the small energy asymptotics of !(*). On the other hand,
! is related to the scattering matrix S(*) for the pair [HY , H] via the
BirmanKrein formula
exp[&2?@!(*)]=Det S(*)
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The low energy behaviour of the scattering matrix and the perturbed resol-
vent has been studied in [1113] for potentials. Using a similar approach
we can study the argument of the above determinant for obstacle scattering
systems. In the radially symmetric case, the scattering phases can even be
calculated explicitly using an approach similar to that described in [17,
XI.53]. As far as the author is aware the asymptotics in the radially
symmetric case do not seem to have appeared in the literature.
2. SOME SCATTERING THEORY
In this section we recall some facts from scattering theory that we will
need subsequently.
Spectral shift function. Let H := &2 stand for the non-negative
Laplacian acting in H :=L2(Rd) (d3). Let HY stand for the non-
negative Dirichlet Laplacian on L2(Y) where Y denotes the complement of
some compact subset K of Rd. It is known [20] that the semigroup
difference
e&HY&e&H # S1(H).
is trace class. (More precisely we mean by e&HY the Dirichlet semigroup
extended by zero e&HY0 on H=L2(Y)L2(K) and take this extension
for granted in the notation.) Here and elsewhere Sp(H) stands for the
Schatten class of order p, 1p. Let !(*, e&HY, e&H) be the spectral
shift function for the pair [e&HY, e&H] (see [27, Theorem 8.2.1]). By
definition of the perturbation determinant [27, 8.1.(1)] !(*, e&HY, e&H)
vanishes on the complement of [0, 1]. Define
!(*)=!(*, HY , H) :={&!(e
&*, e&HY, e&H),
0,
*0,
*<0.
(3)
Let t>32. We can find a continuously differentiable function f such that
f (*)=*t for 0*1 and f $ # W 1, 2(R). By [27, Theorem 8.3.3] and the
paragraph following it
Tr[e&tHY&e&tH]=&|

0
te&t*!(*) d*. (4)
Moreover, by [27, Theorem 8.2.1],
! # L1(R; e&|*| d*). (5)
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It is known that ! has asymptotics of Weyl form for large * (see [18] and
references therein) but the above fact is all we need.
Scattering matrix. Let R(z) resp. RY (z) stand for the resolvents of H
resp. HY . Set
V :=RY (&1)&R(&1).
For x # Rd set (x) :=(1+|x|2)12. The weighted L2-space Hs (s # R) is
defined by Hs :=[u: ( } ) s u # H]. We show in Theorem 2.1 that the pertur-
bation V has the property that V=V* # S(H&s , Hs) for any s>0.
Denote by R(&1)(z) the resolvent of R(&1). The identity
R(&1)(z)=&
1
z \I+
1
z
R \&1+1z++ (6)
combined with the limiting absorption principle (see [2] for example)
means that the limit of the operators
R(&1)(+\@0) :=lim
= a 0
R(&1)(+\@=) (7)
exists in B(Hs , H&s) for s> 12 and all + # R. Thus VR
(&1)(+\@0) # S(Hs)
for such s. We show in Theorem 2.3 that &1 does not belong to the
spectrum of VR(&1)(+\@0) for any + # (0, 1] (and s>12). By the
Fredholm alternative
_(I+VR(&1)(+\@0))&1 # B(Hs) for all + # (0, 1]. (8)
Let H stand for the Hilbert space direct integral L2((0, 1); h) with typical
fibre h=L2(S d&1). Let U resp. U (&1): H  H be the spectral representa-
tion of H resp. R(&1). Then U and U (&1) are related via
U (&1)(+)=(*+1) U(*) (+ :=(*+1)&1). (9)
Conditions (7) and (8) entail by [27, Theorem 5.7.1$] that the scattering
matrix for [RY (&1), R(&1)] can be represented by
S(+, RY (&1), R(&1))
=I&2?@U (&1)(+)(I+VR (&1)(++@0))&1 VU (&1)(+)*
a.e. + # (0, 1). (10)
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A fundamental property of the scattering matrix is that it is unitary [14].
For technical reasons which will become apparent later, we will find it
easier to work with the adjoint (or inverse)
S(*) :=I+2?@(*+1)2 U(*) V(I+R(&1)(+&@0) V)&1 U(*)*. (11)
As usual the t-matrix will be denoted by T(*) :=S(*)&I.
Invariance principle. The function .: (0, 1)  (0, 1); +  (&log ++1)&1
is admissible for both the operators e&HY, e&H. By the invariance principle
[27, Theorem 6.2.5], the scattering operator S(RY (&1), R(&1)) exists and
S(e&HY, e&H)=S(RY (&1), R(&1)). Since the scattering operators com-
mute with the corresponding spectral projectors, by [3, Theorem 7.2.3]
(and a simple uniqueness result) we have the representation
S(*, e&HY, e&H)=S(.(*), RY (&1), R(&1)) a.e. *>0. (12)
BirmanKrein formula. By [27, Theorem 8.4.1] and (12),
exp[&2?@!(*, e&HY, e&H)]
=Det S(*, e&HY, e&H)
=Det(S(.(*), RY (&1), R(&1))) a.e. *>0.
This means that
exp[&2?@!(*)]=Det S(*) a.e. *>0. (13)
The spectral shift function ! is real analytic for *>0 and converges to zero
as *  0+ ([10, Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4]).
Theorem 2.1. For each s>0, V=V* # S(H&s , Hs).
Proof. The compactness statement is equivalent to the result ( } ) s V( } ) s #
S(H). Define V(t) :=e&tHY&e&tH. Then
( } ) s V(2t)( } ) s=( } ) s V(t) e&tH( } ) s+( } ) s e&tHYV(t)( } ) s.
The kernel k(t; x, y) of ( } ) &s e&tH( } ) s is well-known to be
k(t; x, y)=(4?t)&d2 (x) &s e&|x& y|24t( y) s.
Using the inequality
( y) s2s((x) s+(x& y) s)
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we see that k(t; x, y) is dominated by a square integrable convolution
kernel and hence by Young’s inequality [6, 1.1.4] ( } ) s e&tH( } ) s #
B(H, L(Rd)). By the strong Markov property of Brownian motion,
|( } ) s V(t)( } ) s 1(x)|=(x) s Ex((Xt) s: _(K)<t)
=(x) s Ex(EX_(K)(Xt&_(K))
s: _(K)<t). (14)
Since
sup
y # K
sup
0{t
Ey(X{) s
is finite, (14) is square integrable. Therefore, ( } ) s V(t)( } ) s # B(L(Rd), H).
We conclude that ( } ) s V(t) e&tH( } ) s # S2(H) (see [20] for example) and
hence the same for ( } ) s V(2t)( } ) s by domination and duality.
Compactness of ( } ) s V( } ) s follows once we have shown that
|

0
e&t &( } ) s V(t)( } ) s&B(H) dt<
by [25, Theorem 1.3 and Remark 1.2(b)]. Applying Ho lder’s inequality
inside the functional integral we obtain for any f # H,
&( } ) s V(t)( } ) s f &2
sup
y # K
sup
0{t
(Ey(X{) 2s)12 sup
x # Rd
(x) s Px(_(K)<t)12 & f &2 .
The known expression for the Brownian motion transition density yields
that
t  sup
y # K
sup
0{t
(Ey(X{) 2s)12
is O(1) as t  0+ and O(ts2) as t  . The function
t  sup
x # Rd
(x) s Px(_(K)<t)12
has the same behaviour as can be seen using the ‘‘principle of not feeling
the boundary’’. Thus the above integral is indeed finite. K
Lemma 2.2. Let v # H&s for some sd2. Assume that 2v(x)=0 in the
classical sense for |x|R. Then
lim
|x|  
v(x)=0.
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Proof. As v # H&s we can find k0 such that for kk0 ,
|
2k&1<|x|<2k+1
|x|&2s |v(x)|2 dxCk where :
kk0
Ck<.
Hence
2&kd |
2k&1<|x|<2k+1
|v(x)|2 dx22sCk2&k(d&2s)22sCk .
Using dilations to produce harmonic functions on the annulus
2&1<|x|<2 and applying the mean value property there, we see that
sup
|x|=2k
|v(x)|2ACk
for some finite constant A. This proves the Lemma. K
Theorem 2.3. Let K be a compact subset of Rd (d3). Let s>12. For
all * # [0, ) the compact operator VR(&1)(+\@0) acting in B(Hs) does not
have eigenvalue &1.
Proof. For the case *>0 see for instance [14 or 5]. We indicate here
briefly the proof for the case *=0. Suppose that for some s>12 we can
find u # Hs satisfying
u+VR (&1)(1&@0) u=0.
Define v :=R(&1)(1&@0) u. By Theorem 2.1 u # H{ for all {< hence v
satisfies the first hypothesis of the previous Lemma by the limiting absorp-
tion principle. We deduce that RY (&1) v=v and hence that 2v=0 on Y
in the distributional sense. By elliptic regularity [21, 3.9.1] v is smooth and
harmonic on Y in the classical sense. As |v|R(&1)m |v| for any m # N, we
can see with the help of Lemma 2.2 and well-known mapping properties of
the resolvent powers (see [5], for example) that v is bounded on Y. Put
v~ (x) :=Ex _(K)0 e
&tv(Xt) dt for x # Rd. By standard arguments from the
theory of Dirichlet forms, it may be shown that v~ is quasi-continuous on
Rd, v~ =v a.e. on Rd and that v~ =0 q.e. on K. Since v is harmonic,
v(Xt 7 _(K)) is a Px -martingale for each x # Y. Using these observations, we
conclude that v=E .v(Xt 7 _(K)) a.e. on Y and hence that v=0 there on
letting t  . K
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3. THE FREE RESOLVENT NEAR 0
In this section we first give some technical results on the low energy
expansion of the free resolvent. Such results were obtained in the series of
papers [1113]. Sharp results are not necessary for our purpose and using
the elementary methods below we do not have to consider different regimes
for the truncation parameter l. However our results agree with those just
mentioned for large l. We give detailed proofs. At the end of the section we
examine the asymptotics of the operators U(*) mentioned in Section 2 for
small *.
Lemma 3.1. The operator K with convolution kernel
k(x) :=(log |x| ) |x|: (&d<:<)
belongs to B(Hs , H&s) whenever s>: 6 0+d2.
Proof. We only prove the result for the operator K with convolution
kernel k(x) :=|x|:; the proof for the modified kernel needs only a slight
further alternation. Suppose first of all that :0. For s>:+d2,
&K&2S2(Hs , H&s) =|
Rd_Rd
(x)&2s |x& y|2: dx dy
22:+1|
Rd_Rd
(x)&2s+2: ( y) &2s dx dy<.
Now suppose that &d<:<0. Let .1 be the indicator function of the inter-
val [0, 1]. Put .2 :=1&.1 . Let K ( j) be the operator with convolution
kernel
k( j)(x) :=. j ( |x| ) k(x) ( j=1, 2).
Now (x) &s k(1)(x& y)( y) &s is dominated by k(1)(x& y) and the con-
volution kernel k(1) is integrable, hence by Young’s inequality [6, 1.1.4],
K (1) belongs to B(H). The operator K (2) is even HilbertSchmidt by the
earlier part of the proof. K
Lemma 3.2. Let ;>d. For y # Rd and 0<r12 define
f ( y, r) :=|
|x& y|r&1
(x)&; dx.
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Then there exists a finite constant c such that
f ( y, r){
cr;&d
c
for | y|
1
2r
,
for | y|>
1
2r
.
Proof. The result for | y|>12r is clear. Suppose that | y|12r.
Then 1&r | y|12r. Thus B(0, r&1&| y| )B( y, r&1) and B(0, 12)
B(0, 1&r | y| ). This means that
f ( y, r)|
|x|r&1&| y|
(x) &; dxr;&d |
|x|12
|x|&; dx. K
Let .2 be the cut-off function introduced in the proof of Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 3.3. Let K(‘) be the operator with convolution kernel
k(x; ‘) :=.2( |‘12 |x| | )(log |x| ) |x|: (‘ # C"[0, ), : # R).
Let s>: 6 0+d2. Then K(‘) belongs to S2(Hs , H&s) and
&K(‘)&S2(Hs , H&s)=O( |‘|
(2s&2:&d )4)
as ‘  0.
We choose the branch of ‘12 such that Im ‘12>0 for all ‘ # C"[0, ).
Proof. Again we only prove the result for the operator K(‘) with
convolution kernel k(x; ‘) :=.2( |‘12 |x| | ) |x|:. Suppose firstly that :0.
For s>:+d2, we find
&K(‘)&2S2(Hs , H&s)2
2:+1 |
Rd
( y) &2s f ( y, |:| 12) dy
where f is defined as in Lemma 3.2 with ; :=2(s&:) and r :=|‘|12. On
applying Lemma 3.2 we obtain the estimate
22:+1 {c |‘| s&:&(d2) | | y|12 |‘| &12 ( y) &2s dy+c || y| >12 |‘|&12 ( y) &2s dy=
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for |‘|14 and this gives the result. Now suppose that :<0. For s>d2,
&K(‘)&2S2(Hs , H&s)|‘|
&: |
|x& y| |‘|&12
(x) &2s ( y) &2s dx dy.
Combining this with the result for :=0 concludes the proof. K
Let .1 be as in the proof of Lemma 3.1
Lemma 3.4. Let K(‘) be the operator with convolution kernel
k(x; ‘) :=.1( |‘12 |x| | ) |x|: (‘ # C"[0, ), :>0).
Let s:+d2. Then
&K(‘)&S2(Hs , H&s)=O( |‘|
(2s&2:&d )4).
Proof. We have
&K(‘)&2S2(Hs , H&s) =|
|x& y| |‘|&12
(x) &2s |x& y|2: ( y) &2s dx dy
22:+1 | (x) &2s |
| y&x| |‘|&12
( y) 2(:&s) dy dx
22:+1 | (x) &2s |
| y||x|+|‘|&12
( y) 2(:&s) dy dx
a+b | (x) &2s ( |x|+|‘|&12)2(:&s)+d dx
c |‘| s&:&d2
where a, b, c are some constants. K
Proposition 3.5. Let K(‘) (‘ # C"[0, )) be an operator with convolu-
tion kernel k(x; ‘). Assume that the following properties hold.
(Ao) k(x; ‘) has an absolutely convergent series expansion of the form
k(x; ‘)= :

j=0
kj (@‘12) j |x| j+2&d (x # Rd "[0]).
(B) There exists a finite constant c such that
|k(x; ‘)|c |‘| (d&3)4 |x| (1&d )2 for |‘12 |x| |>1.
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Let l # N0 and s>(l+2&d ) 6 0+d2. Then K(‘) belongs to B(Hs , H&s)
and
"K(‘)& :
l
j=0
(@‘12) j K j"B(Hs , H&s) =o( |‘|
l2)
as ‘  0 where Kj is the operator with convolution kernel k j (x) :=
kj |x| j&d+2.
Proof. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, K(‘) belongs to B(Hs , H&s) for any
s>d2. Define
kl (x; ‘) := :
l
j=0
(@‘12) j kj |x| j&d+2.
With .1 , .2 as in Lemma 3.1, define
k( j)(x; ‘) :=.j ( |‘12 |x| | ) k(x; ‘) ( j=1, 2)
and k ( j)l (x; ‘) similarly. Denote the corresponding operators K
(1)(‘) etc. By
(Ao) there exists a finite constant c such that
|k(1)(x; ‘)&k (1)l (x; ‘)|c.1( |‘
12 |x| | ) |‘| (l+1)2 |x| l+3&d. (15)
Hence by Lemmas 3.4 and 3.1, &K (1)(‘)&K (1)l (‘)&B(Hs , H&s)=o( |‘|
l2). By
(B) and Lemma 3.3, &K (2)(‘)&B(Hs , H&s)=o( |‘|
12). Again using Lemma 3.3
it can easily be seen that a similar estimate holds for K (2)l (‘). K
The free resolvent R(‘) :=(H&‘)&1 (‘ # C"[0, )) has convolution
kernel k(x; ‘) given by
k(x; ‘) :=
@
4 \
‘12
2? |x|+
(d2)&1
H (1)(d2)&1(‘
12 |x| ) (16)
where H (1)& is the first Hankel function of order &0. By [1, 9.2.3] (see
[26, 7.2] for more details) there exists a finite constant c such that
|H (1)& (z)|c |z|
&12 for |z|>1, |Arg z|<?.
Thus condition (B) of Proposition 3.5 is satisfied for all d3.
Suppose that d=2m+3 (m # N0) is odd. By [1, 10.1.1], H (1)m+12(z)=
(2z?)12 h (1)m (z) and the spherical Bessel function of the third kind h
(1)
m (z)
can be expressed in finite terms [1, 10.1.16] as
h (1)m (z)=@
&m&1z&1e@z :
m
p=0
(m+ p)!
p!(m& p)!
(&2@z)&p.
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Expanding the exponential one obtains
k(x; ‘)= :

j=0
(@‘12) j kj |x| j+2&d (x # Rd "[0]) (17)
where
kj :=
(&1)m
2(2?)m+1
:
q& p+m= j
(m+ p)!
p!(m& p)!
(&2)&p
1
q !
(18)
and the sum is over all q # N0 and 0pm with the mentioned constraint.
As condition (Ao) of Proposition 3.5 is fulfilled we obtain immediately
Theorem 3.6. Let d3 be odd. Let l # N0 and s>(l+2&d) 6 0+d2.
Then for ‘ # C"[0, ),
"R(‘)& :
l
j=0
(@‘12) j Kj"B(Hs , H&s) =o( |z|
l2)
as ‘  0. The operator Kj has convolution kernel kj (x) :=kj |x| j+2&d with kj
as in (18).
Proposition 3.7. Let K(‘) (‘ # C"[0, )) be an operator with convolu-
tion kernel k(x; ‘). Assume the condition (B) holds as well as:
(Ae) k(x; ‘) has an absolutely convergent series expansion of the form
k(x; ‘)= :

j=0
[aj+bj log |x|+cj log ‘] ‘ j |x|2 j+2&d (x # Rd"[0]).
Let l # N0 and s>(2l+2&d) 6 0+d2. Then K(‘) belongs to B(Hs , H&s)
and
"K(‘)& :
l
j=0
:
1
k=0
‘ j (log ‘)k K kj "B(Hs , H&s) =o( |‘|
l)
as ‘  0 where K kj is the operator with convolution kernel
k0j (x) :=[aj+bj log |x|] |x|
2 j+2&d and k1j (x) :=c j |x|
2 j+2&d.
Proof. The proof is more or less the same as the proof of Proposition 3.5.
K
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Let d=2m+2 (m # N) be even. Recall [1, 9.1.10, 9.1.11] that
H (1)m (z)= :

j=0
(&1) j (z2)m+2 j
j !(m+ j)!
&
@
?
:
m&1
j=0
(m& j&1)!
j !
(z2)&m+2 j
+
@
?
:

j=0
(&1) j (z2)m+2 j
j !(m+ j)!
[2 log(z2)&( j+1)&( j+m+1)].
(19)
Here ( j) is the digamma function given by (1)=&1, ( j) :=
 j&1p=1 1p&# and # is Euler’s constant. The Green kernel k(x; ‘) may there-
fore be written
k(x; ‘)= :

j=0
[aj+bj log |x|+cj log ‘] ‘ j |x|2 j+2&d (x # Rd"[0]) (20)
where
aj :={
(m& j&1)!
?m+141+ jj !
, 0 jm&1,
(21)(&1) j&m
?m+141+ j ( j&m)! j !
[@?+[( j&m+1)
+( j+1)]+2 log 2], jm,
bj :={
0, 0jm&1,
(22)(&1) j&m+1
?m+121+2 j ( j&m)! j !
, jm,
cj :={
0, 0jm&1,
(23)(&1) j&m+1
?m+1 41+ j ( j&m)! j !
, jm.
We therefore have
Theorem 3.8. Let d4 be even. Let l # N0 and s>(2l+2&d) 6 0+d2.
Then for ‘ # C"[0, ),
"R(‘)& :
l
j=0
:
1
k=0
‘ j (log ‘)k K kj "B(Hs , H&s) =o( |‘|
l)
as ‘  0 where K kj is the operator with convolution kernel
k0j (x) :=[aj+bj log |x|] |x|
2 j+2&d and k1j (x) :=c j |x|
2 j+2&d
and aj , bj and cj are given by (21)(23).
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The final goal of this section is to examine the behaviour of U(*) for
small * (see [11]).
Lemma 3.9. Let d3. Fix l # N0 and s>l+(d2). Then there exist
U0 , ..., Ul # S2(Hs , h) such that for *>0,
"U(*)&* (d&2)4 :
l
j=0
(@*12) j Uj"S2(Hs , h) =o(*
(d&2+2l )4) (24)
as * a 0.
Proof. For u # Hs , s>d2,
U(*) u(|)=
1
- 2
*(d&2)4Fu(*12|) (| # Sd&1).
Here F is the Fourier transform
Fu(!) :=(2?)&d2 |
Rd
e&@! } xu(x) dx.
Thus the kernel of U(*) is given by
u(|, x; *)=
1
- 2
(2?)&d2 *(d&2)4e&@*12| } x. (25)
Therefore u(|, x; *) has an absolutely convergent series expansion of the
form
u(|, x; *)=*(d&2)4 :

j=0
(@*12) j uj (|, x) (26)
where
uj (|, x) :=
1
- 2
(2?)&d2
(&1) j
j !
(| } x) j. (27)
It is clear that u(|, x; *) is uniformly bounded. The truncated kernel will
be written ul (|, x; *). Let .1 , .2 be as previously. Define
u( j)(|, x; *) :=.j (*12 |x| ) u(|, x; *) ( j=1, 2)
and u( j)l (|, x; *) similarly. Denote the corresponding operators by U
(1)(*)
etc.
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Let U be the operator with kernel u(|, x) :=|x| j ( j # N0). Note that
U # S2(Hs , h) if s> j+d2. Let U ( j)(*) be the operator with kernel
u( j)(|, x; *) :=.j (*12 |x| ) |x| j.
Then U (1)(*) has HilbertSchmidt norm O(*(2s&2 j&d )4) provided s
j+d2. On the other hand, the operator U (2)(*) has norm O(*(2s&2 j&d )4)
if s> j+d2.
We have the estimate
|u(1)(|, x; *)&u (1)l (|, x; *)|c*
(d&2)4(*12 |x| ) l+1.
Thus &U (1)(*)&U (1)l (*)&S2(Hs , h)=o(*
(d&2+2l )4) provided s>l+d2. It is
straightforward to see that the HilbertSchmidt norm of the difference
U (2)(*)&U (2)l (*) admits an estimate of the same order in *. K
From the fact that U (&1)(+)=(1+*) U(*) we immediately derive
Proposition 3.10. Let d3. Fix l # N0 and s>l+d2. Then there exist
U (&1)0 , ..., U
(&1)
l # S2(Hs , h) such that
"U (&1)(+)&*(d&2)4 :
l
j=0
(@*12) j U (&1)j "S2(Hs , h) =o(*
(d&2+2l )4) (28)
as * a 0.
4. ASYMPTOTICS OF THE SPECTRAL SHIFT FUNCTION
We are now ready to obtain the small energy behaviour of !(*). At the
end of the section we prove Theorems 1.1 and 1.2.
Case d3 odd. Given T # S1(h) we shall refer to the condition
(C) (Tu)=Tu for all u # h.
As the eigenvalues of T appear as conjugate pairs, this forces Tr T to be
real.
Theorem 4.1. Let T: (0, )  S1(h) such that I+T(*) is unitary for
each *>0. Let l # N0 . Suppose there exists } # N odd and T0 , ..., Tl # S1(h)
each with the property (C) such that
"T(*)& :
2l
j=0
(@*12)}+ j Tj"S1(h) =o(*
l+}2)
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as * a 0. Then there exist s0 , ..., sl # R such that
}Log Det(I+T(*))&@ :
l
j=0
sj * j+}2 }=o(*l+}2)
as * a 0. The leading coefficient s0 is given by s0=@}&1 Tr T0 .
Remark. Let T # S1(h) such that &1 is not an eigenvalue of T. The
function log(1+z) may be defined on some simply connected domain
containing the spectrum _(T ) of T and 0 # C but excluding &1 in such a
way that it vanishes at 0. Then
Det(I+T ) :=exp[Tr log(I+T )].
See [7, XI.9.15 and XI.9.21]. Note that Log Det(I+T )=Tr log(I+T )
provided that Im Tr log(I+T ) # (&?, ?) (Log is the principal branch of
the logarithm).
Proof. There exists $>0 such that &T(*)&S1(h)<1 (and hence _(T(*))
is contained in the complex unit disc) for 0<*<$. We may choose the
principal branch Log of the logarithm in the definition of the determinant.
Thus for 0<*<$,
Tr Log(I+T(*))= :
|:|+ p}2l+}
(&1)
p
(Tr T:)(@*12) |:|+ p}+o(* l+}2). (29)
The sum is over all multi-indices :=(:1 , ..., :p) # N p0 of length p # N and
weight |:| :=:1+ } } } +:p with the mentioned constraint. The notation
T: stands for the composition T:1 } } } T:p . As I+T(*) is unitary,
Tr log(I+T(*)) is pure imaginary. As the Tj satisfy condition (C), Tr T: in
(29) is real. Thus the summation in (29) actually extends over the set of all
multi-indices : such that |:|+ p} is odd and |:|+ p}2l+}. For such :
we may write |:|+ p}=(|:|+( p&1) })+} and |:|+( p&1) } is even and
2l. This leads to the result. The last statement of the Theorem is
clear. K
Lemma 4.2. Let d3 be odd. Let l # N0 and s>(l+2&d) 6 0+d2.
Then for ‘ # C"[0, ),
R(&1)((1+‘)&1)= :
l
j=0
(@‘12) j Aj+o( |‘| l2)
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in B(Hs , H&s) as ‘  0. The coefficients are given by
A0 = &(I+K0),
A1= &K1 ,
A2=I+2K0&K2 ,
A3=2K1&K3 ,
AJ = &Kj&4+2Kj&2&Kj for j4.
Proof. According to (6).
R(&1)((1+‘)&1)
=&I+(@‘12)2 I&R(‘)+2(@‘12)2 R(‘)&(@‘12)4 R(‘). (30)
Combining this with Theorem 3.6 leads easily to the result. K
Lemma 4.3. Let d3 be odd. Let l # N0 and s>(l+2&d) 6 0+d2.
Then for ‘ # C"[0, ),
"(I+R(&1)((1+‘)&1) V )&1& :
l
p=0
(@‘12) p Bp"B(H&s , H&s) =o( |‘|
l2)
as ‘  0. The coefficients are given by
B0 = B :=(I+A0 V )&1,
Bp := :
|:|= p
C: B for p1,
where the sum s is over multiindices : # Nk of length k # N and Cj :=&BA jV
for j # N.
Proof. By Theorems 2.1, 2.3 and the Fredholm alternative, I+A0V is
invertible in B(H&s , H&s). By Lemma 4.2 we can write
I+R(&1)((1+‘)&1) V=(I+A0V ) {I+ :
l
j=1
(@‘12) j BAjV=+o( |‘| l2);
the result is clear from this. K
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Proposition 4.4. Let d3 be odd. Let l # N0 . There exist T0 , ..., T2l #
S1(h) each with property (C) such that
"T(*)& :
2l
j=0
(@*12)d&2+ j Tj"S1(H) =o(*
l+((d&2)2)) (31)
as * a 0. The leading coefficient is given by T0 :=2?@3&dU0VBU0*.
Proof. Choose s>2l+(d2). By Proposition 3.10 and Lemma 4.3,
U (&1)(+)=*(d&2)4 :
2l
j=0
(@*12) j U (&1)j +o(*
l+((d&2)4)),
(I+R(&1)(+&@0) V )&1= :
2l
p=0
(@*12) p Bp+o(*l) (32)
in S2(Hs , h) resp. B(H&s , H&s) as * a 0. The estimate (31) now follows
easily. The coefficients are given by
Tj :=2?@3&d :
p+q+r= j
(&1)r U (&1)p VBqU
(&1)
r * (33)
and clearly belong to S1(h). K
Theorem 4.5. Let d3 be odd. Let l # N0 . There exist !0 , ..., !l # R such
that
!(*)= :
l
j=0
!j* j+((d&2)2)+o(*l+((d&2)2))
as * a 0. The leading coefficient is given by !0 :=&Tr[U0 DBU0*].
Proof. This is an easy consequence of Proposition 4.4, Theorem 4.1
and (13). K
Case d4 even.
Theorem 4.6. Let T: (0, )  S1(h) such that I+T(*) is unitary for
each *>0. Let l # N. Suppose there exists } # N even and T kj # S1(h)
(02k j2l ) such that
"T(*)& :
02k j2l
(@*12)}+ j (log *)k T kj "S1(h) =o(*
l+}2)
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as * a 0. Then there exist skj # R (02k j2l ) such that
}Log Det(I+T(*))&@ :
02k j2l
skj *
( j+})2(log *)k }=o(*l+}2)
as * a 0. The leading coefficient s00 is given by s
0
0=@
} Im Tr T 00 .
Proof. The proof is more or less the same as for Theorem 4.1. In fact,
Tr Log(I+T(*))
= :
2 |;||:|2l
(&1) p
p
(@*12) |:|+ p} (log *) |;| (Tr T ;:)+o(*
l+}2). K (34)
Lemma 4.7. Let d4 be even. Let l # N0 and s>(2l+2&d) 6 0+d2.
Then for ‘ # C"[0, ),
"R(&1)((1+‘)&1)& :
l
j=0
:
1
==0
‘ j (log ‘)= A=j "B(Hs , H&s) =o( |‘|
l)
as ‘  0. The coefficients are given by
A00 =&(I+K
0
0),
A10=0,
A01=&I&2K
0
0&K
0
1 ,
A11=&K
1
1 ,
Akj =&K
k
j&2&2K
k
j&1&K
k
j for j2 and k # [0, 1].
Proof. This follows simply on using (30) and Theorem 3.8. K
Lemma 4.8. Let d4 be even. Let l # N0 and s>(2l+2&d) 6 0+d2.
Then for ‘ # C"[0, ),
"(I+R(&1)((1+‘)&1) V )&1& :
0k jl
‘ j (log ‘)k Bkj "B(H&s , H&s) =o( |‘|
l)
as ‘  0. The coefficients are given by
B00 =B :=(I+A
0
0V )
&1,
Bkj = :
|:|= j, |;|=k
C ;: B for j1 and 0k j.
Here C qp :=&BA
q
pV for p # N and q # [0, 1].
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Proof. By Lemma 4.7 we can write
I+R(&1)((1+‘)&1) V
=(I+A00V ) {I+ :
l
j=1
:
1
k=0
‘ j (log ‘)k BAkj V+o( |‘|
l)= ,
which for |‘| sufficiently small is invertible in B(H&s , H&s). K
Proposition 4.9. Let d4 be even. Let l # N0 . There exist T kj # S1(h),
02k j2l such that for *>0,
"T(*)& :
02k j2l
(@*12) j+d&2 (log *)k T kj "S1(h) =o(*
((d&2)2)+l)
as * a 0. The leading coefficient T 00 is given by T
0
0 :=2?@
3&dU0DBU 0*.
Proof. Choose s>2l+d2. Arguing as in Proposition 4.4 but with (32)
replaced with the expansion in 4.8 we obtain the result with
T kj :=2?@
3&d :
p+2q+r= j
(&1)r U (&1)p VB
k
q U
(&1)
r *. K (35)
Theorem 4.10. Let d4 be even. Let l # N0 . Then there exists !kj # R
(0k jl ) such that
!(*)= :
0k jl
!kj *
j+((d&2)2)(log *)k+o(*l+((d&2)2))
as * a 0. The leading coefficient is given by !00 :=&Tr[U0VBU0*].
Proof. Inserting 4.9 into the proof of 4.6, we get an expression of the
form (34) for Tr Log S(*). We show that Tr T ;:=0 if |:| is odd. Note first
of all that each VBkj is of the form
VBkj =D
k
j +@E
k
j
where Dkj , E
k
j are both symmetric and have property (C). Terms in T
;
: can
be paired as
(2?@3&d) p [(&1) |n| U (&1)l1 (Dm1+@Em1) U
(&1)
n1
* } } }
U (&1)lp (Dmp+@Emp) U
(&1)
np
*+(&1) |l | U (&1)np (D*mp+@E*mp) U
(&1)
np
* } } }
U (&1)n1 (D*m1+@E*m1) U
(&1)
l1
*]
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where |:|=|l |+2 |m|+|n| and (&1) |n|, (&1) |l | have opposite signs. Using
the fact that Tr A*=Tr A=Tr A for A # S1(H) symmetric with property
(C) leads to the result. K
Denote by (E, D(E)) the Dirichlet form
E(u, v) :=|
Rd
{u } {v dx, u, v # D(E) :=W1, 2(Rd)
in L2(Rd) (for now we work with real Hilbert spaces). Put E: :=E+:( } , } )
(:>0). Let (Px , Xt) be a Brownian motion on Rd associated to the above
form. Let p: stand for the :-equilibrium potential of K. By [9, Theorems
4.3.1 and 4.3.3]
p:(x)=Ex[e&:_(K)] a.e.
(:0) where _(K) :=inf[t>0 : Xt # K] is the first hitting time of K
(inf < :=).
Lemma 4.11. We have that E1( p1& p0 , p1)=0.
Proof. Choose 0<:n1 decreasing to 0. Then
E( p:n , p:n)E:n( p:n , p:n)=Cap:n(K)Cap1(K).
As d3, (D(E), E) is transient and the extended Dirichlet space
(D(E)e , E) is a Hilbert space [9, Theorem 1.5.5]. The sequence p:n is
uniformly bounded in (D(E)e , E). We can therefore extract a subsequence
(nk) for which the corresponding Ce saro means wn converge in (D(E)e , E)
to w say. As p:n A p0 q.e. we conclude that w= p0 a.e.. Note that 0wn1
and wn=1 q.e. on K. Because p1 is integrable
E1( p1& p0 , p1)= lim
n  
E1( p1&wn , p1)=0
by the orthogonality [9, (4.3.2) and Theorem 4.3.1]. K
Lemma 4.12. The Newtonian capacity Cap(0)(K) of K can be expressed as
Cap(0)(K)=( p1 , 1& p0).
Proof. By [9, Theorem 4.3.2], the last Lemma and the fact that
E( p1 , p1)=( p1 , 1) (see [9, Theorem 2.2.1]) we have
Cap(0)(K)=E( p0 , p0)=E( p0 , p1)
=E1( p0& p1 , p1)&( p0& p1 , p1)+E1( p1 , p1)&( p1 , p1)
=( p1 , 1& p0). K
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Proposition 4.13. Let d3. Then
&Tr[U0VBU0*]= 12 |d (2?)
&d Cap(0)(K).
Here |d stands for the volume of Sd&1.
Proof. The action of U0 : Hs  h is given by u [ (1- 2)(2?)&d2 (u, 1)H
(s>d2) so
&U0VBU0*=&12 (2?)
&d (VB1, 1)H (1, } )h
and its trace is given by &|d 12 (2?)
&d (VB1, 1) where |d :=2?d21(d2)&1
is the volume of the unit sphere Sd&1. With the help of the second resol-
vent identity we have that B=I&R (&1)Y (1&@0) V. Note that V1=&p1 .
Also
RY (0) p1(x)=Ex _|
_(K)
0
EXt[e
&_(K)] dt&
=Ex _|
_(K)
0
et&_(K) dt&= p0(x)& p1(x)
by the strong Markov property of the Brownian motion. Thus
&Tr[U0VB0*]=& 12 |d (2?)
&d (1+(I+RY (0)) V1, V1)
= 12|d (2?)
&d (1& p0 , p1)
giving the desired identity. K
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Note first of all by (5) that
|

$
te&t*!(*) d*=o(t&) (36)
as t   for any $>0. We also use the fact that
|
$
0
te&t**:d*=1(:+1) t&:+o(t&) (:>&1)
The identity
1(n+12)=
(2n&1) } } } 1
2n
- ? (n # N0)
is also useful. Combining these with (2) and the asymptotics in
Theorem 4.5 we obtain the result after some calculation. K
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. Here we additionally use the asymptotics
|
$
0
te&t**:(log *)k d*= :
k
j=0
(&1) j \ kj + 1 (k& j)(:+1) t&:(log t) j+o(t&)
valid for :>&1 and k # N0 . The result follows as before except we use the
asymptotics in Theorem 4.10. K
5. THE RADIALLY SYMMETRIC CASE
In this Section K will be taken to be the closed ball Ka centred at the
origin of radius a>0 in Rd (d3). Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 will be proved at
the end of this section.
It is well known [8, 11.3] that the Hilbert space h :=L2(Sd&1) (d3)
can be decomposed into an orthogonal direct sum of surface spherical
harmonics hl of order l,
h=

l=0
hl .
The linear space hl has dimension [8, 11.2(2)]
ml :=dim hl=\l+d&3l&1 ++\
l+d&2
l + .
Each hl is invariant under the action of the special orthogonal group SO(d )
and determines an irreducible representation of SO(d ), these being in-
equivalent for different l [24]. Denote by &2S d&1 the non-negative Laplace
Beltrami operator on Sd&1. Then [4, II (14)]
&2S d&1=l(l+d&2)  for all  # hl .
Let S(*) again denote the scattering matrix studied in previous sections
specialised to our particular situation. Because S(*) commutes with SO(d ),
it acts as multiplication by a constant sl (*) # C on each hl by Schur’s
Lemma [21, B.7.2]. As S(*) is unitary, the eigenvalue sl (*) has unit
modulus and may be written s l (*)=e2@%l (*).
For *>0, | # Sd&1 the LippmannSchwinger function .(x; *, |) is
defined via
.(x; *, |) :=(I+R(&1)(+&@0) D)&1 e@*12(|, } )(x) for a.e. x # Rd. (37)
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Note that .( } ; *, |) # H&s for any s>d2. The functional equation
.(x; *, |)+R(&1)(+&@0) D.( } ; *, |)(x)=e@*12| } x (38)
holds a.e. in Rd. Applying the operator R(&1)&+ to both sides of (38)
(note that R(&1) defines a bounded operator on Hs for all s # R) we see
that
RY:(&1) .( } ; *, |)(x)=+.(x; *, |) (39)
This means that .( } ; *, |) is a distributional solution of the equation
&2u=*u on Ya , so by elliptic regularity [21, 3.9.1], .( } ; *, |) # C (Y).
From (39) we see that .( } ; *, |) # C(Y ) and .(x; *, |)=0 for |x|=a.
Given l # N0 , p # Sd&1 and *>0, choose  # hl such that ( p)=1.
Define
.~ (r) :=|
S d&1
.(r|; *, p) (|) d|. (40)
The first objective of the present section is to prove the following Theorem.
Theorem 5.1. Let a>0. Fix *>0 and l # N0 . The function .~ (r) defined
in (40) satisfies the ordinary differential equation
u"+
d&1
r
u$+{*&l(l+d&2)r2 = u=0 for r>a, (41)
u(a)=0.
Moreover, there exists a constant c such that
.~ (r)=cr(1&d )2 cos \*12r&d&14 ?&
l
2
?+%l (*)++o(r(1&d )2)
as r  .
From (11), (25) and (37) it is clear that
Lemma 5.2. The kernel t(*, |, |$) (*>0, |, |$ # S d&1) of T(*) is given
by
t(*, |, |$)=?@(*+1)2 *(d&2)2(2?)&d |
Rd
e&@*12| } xV.( } ; *, |$)(x) dx.
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Lemma 5.3. For any l # N0 ,
I(r) :=|
Sd&1
e @*12r| } p(|) d|=(2?)d2 @l (*12r)1&(d2) J(d2)&1+l (*12r)
and hence
I(r)=2(2?)(d&1)2 @l (*12r) (1&d )2 cos \*12r&_d&14 +
l
2& ?+
+O((*12r)&(1+d )2)
as *12r  .
Proof. Put & :=d2&1. By the FunkHecke Theorem [8, 11.4(23)],
I(r)=’( p)=’
where
’=
(4?)& l ! 1(&)
(l+2&&1)! |
1
&1
e@*12rtC &l (t)(1&t
2)&&12 dt
where C &l stands for the Gegenbauer polynomial as usual. By [26, 3.32(3)],
J&+l (z)=
(&@) l 1(2&) l ! (z2)&
1(&+12) 1(12) 1(2&+l ) |
1
&1
e@ztC &l (t)(1&t
2)&&12 dt.
On simplifying (the relation [15, (1.2.3)] is helpful) we obtain the equality.
The asymptotics of I(r) follow from [26, 7.21(1)]. K
For brevity we write
k+* (x) :=k(x; *+@0)
where k( } ; ‘) is the kernel (16). For *>0, r>0, | # Sd&1 and y # Rd set
a(|, y; *) :=(1+*)2 V.( } ; *, p)( y) (|)
Lemma 5.4. As r   we have
|
S d&1_Rd
k +* (r|& y) a(|, y; *) dy d|
=(2?) (d&1)2 (*12r) (1&d )2 (sl (*)&1) e@(*
12r&((d&1)4) ?)+o(r(1&d)2).
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Proof. In virtue of [26] 7.2 (5), we have that
k+* (x)=@?(2?)
&(d+1)2 *(d&3)4 |x| (1&d)2 e@(*12 |x|&((d&1)4) ?)
+O(*(d&5)4 |x| &(1+d )2)
as |x|  . For *>0 fixed and | # S d&1, y # Rd, we therefore have the
pointwise convergence
lim
r  
r(d&1)2e&@*12rk+* (r|& y)=@?(2?)
&(d+1)2 *(d&3)4e&@(*12| } y+((d&1)4) ?).
We introduce the set
4r :=[(|, y) # S d&1_Rd : *12 |r|& y|>1 and | y|<r2]
Property (B) enables us to find a finite constant c such that for all r>0
|r(d&1)2e&@*12rk+* (r|& y)|c on 4r .
Applying the dominated convergence theorem yields
lim
r  
r(d&1)2e&@*12r |
4r
k+* (r|& y) a(|, y; *) dy d|
=i?(2?)&(d+1)2 *(d&3)4 |
Sd&1_Rd
e&@(*12| } y+((d&1)4) ?)a(|, y; *) dy d|
It is not difficult to see that the integral over the complement of the set 4r
vanishes in the limit r  . Using Lemma 5.2 the right hand side above
can be rewritten
=(2?) (d&1)2 *(1&d )4e&@((d&1)4) ? |
S d&1
t(*; |, p) (|) d|
=(2?) (d&1)2 *(1&d )4e&@((d&1)4) ?(sl (*)&1)
proving the result. K
Proof of Theorem 5.1. That .~ (r) satisfies (41) comes from the fact that
.( } ; *, |) is a classical solution of &2u=*u on Ya vanishing on the
boundary. Rewriting the identity (38) using (6), we have
.(x; *, p)&(1+*) V.( } ; *, p)(x)
&(1+*)2 |
Rd
k+* (x& y) V.( } ; *, p)( y) dy=e
t*12p } x
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for a.e. x # Rd. We write x=r| in polar coordinates, multiply by (|) and
then integrate over Sd&1. Applying Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4 we obtain
.~ (r)=(2?) (d&1)2 (*12r)(1&d )2 (sl (*)&1) e@(*
12r&((d&1)4) ?)
+(2?)(d&1)2 @l (*12r) (1&d )2 2 cos \*12r&_d&14 +
l
2& ?+
+o(r(1&d )2).
(The contribution coming from V.( } ; *, p) is certainly o(r(1&d)2) due to
the fact that ( } ) s V.( } ; *, p) is uniformly bounded on Rd for all s>0.)
Some further manipulation produces the result. K
Lemma 5.5. (i) For l # N0 ,
|
’
0
dr
r |H (1)l+12(r)|
2?2
2l&1 [l!]
2
[(2l )!]2
’2l+1
whenever 0<’<1.
(ii) There exist positive finite constants c, $ such that for l # N
|
’
0
dr
r |H (1)l (r)|
2c4
&l 1
[(l&1)!]2
’2l
whenever 0<’<$.
Proof. By [1, 10.1.27]
|H (1)l+12(r)|
2
2&2l+1
?
[(2l )!]2
[l !]2
r&2l&1 (42)
for all r>0, hence (i). From the definition of the Bessel function of the
second kind Yl it is easy to establish the estimate
}1+ ?(l&1)! (r2) l Yl (r)}c
r2
1&(r2)2
for some finite constant c and all l # N provided 0<r<2. Thus
|H (1)l (r)|c(l&1)! (r2)
&l (43)
for r small, say 0<r<$ and all l # N. This leads to (ii). K
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Theorem 5.6. There exists $>0 such that the spectral shift function
!(*) is given by
!(*)=
2
?2
:

l=0
m l |
’
0
dx
x |H (1)&+l (x)|
2 (44)
for 0<’<$. (Here & :=d2&1 and ’ :=*12a.)
Proof. The ordinary differential equation (41) has the explicit solution
[15, (5.4.12)]
u(r)=cr&&[H (1)&+l (*
12r)+bH (2)&+l (*
12r)] (ra)
where
b := &
H (1)&+l (*
12a)
H (2)&+l (*
12a)
.
Using the asymptotics [26, 7.20(5) and (6)] we see that sl (*)=b. As is
well-known [26, 3.6(4)] the Wronskian of the pair [H (1)&+l , H
(2)
&+l ] is given
by
W(H (1)&+l , H
(2)
&+l )(r)=&
4@
?r
.
Moreover lim* a 0 sl (*)=1. From the definition of the Bessel function J&
(&>0) of the first kind we have the upper bound
|J&(r)|
(r2)&
1&(r2)2
for 0<r<2. This as well as (42), (43) mean that there is $>0 such that
if 0<’<$,
|1&s l (*)|=2 } J&+l (’)H (2)&+l (’) }<1 for all l # N0 .
Thus
Log sl (*)=
4@
? |
’
0
dx
x |H (1)&+l (x)|
2
for 0<’<$. This gives the result. K
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Let us set
A(&, ’) :=|
’
0
dx
x |H (1)& (x)|
2 (&, ’>0)
Lemma 5.7. We have that
A(12, ’)=
?
2
’.
For n1 we have the asymptotics
A(n+12, ’)=22n&1?
[n !]2
[(2n)!]2
’2n { 12n+1 ’&
1
(2n&1)(2n+3)
’3
+
(n&2)
(2n&1)2 (2n&3)(2n+5)
’5+O(’7)=
as * a 0.
Proof. From [1, 10.1.27] one calculates that
|H (1)12(x)|
&2=
?x
2
while
|H (1)n+12(x)|
&2
=22n&1?
[n !]2
2[(2n)!]2
x2n {1& 12n&1 x2+
(n&2)
(2n&1)2 (2n&3)
x4+O(x6)=
for n>1 from which the result can be deduced. K
Theorem 5.8. Let a>0. In dimension d=3 the spectral shift function
!(*) has the asymptotics
!(*)=
1
?
’ {1+’2&2245 ’4+O(’6)=
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as * a 0. For odd dimensions d5,
!(*)=
’d&2
?(d&2)(d&4)2 (d&6)2 } } } 12 {1&
4
d(d&2)(d&4)
’2
+
16[&5d 2+20d&12]
(d+2) d 2(d&2)2 (d&4)2 (d&6)
’4+O(’6)= (46)
as * a 0 (’ :=*12a).
Proof. Write d=2m+3 for m # N0 . By (44) and Lemma 5.5(i),
!(*)=
2
?2
:
m+2
l=m
|
’
0
dx
x |H (1)l+12(x)|
2+O(’
2m+7).
We consider the case m1. We write
4m
[m !]2
[(2m)!]2
=
1
(2m&1)2 (2m&3)2 } } } 12
.
Some calculation leads to the expansion
!(*)=
1
?
’d&3
(d&4)2 } } } 12 {
’
d&2
+_ &1(d&4) d+
1
(d&2)2& ’3
+_ d&72(d&4)2 (d&6)(d+2)&
d
(d&2)3 (d+2)
+
d&1
2d 2(d&2)2& ’5
+O(’7)=
Simplifying the brackets gives the result. K
Lemma 5.9. As * a 0,
A(1, ’)=?2[2&3’2+2&4’4 log ’&2&6[1+(1)+(2)+4 log 2] ’4
+O(’6(log ’)2)],
A(2, ’)=?2[2&6’4&2&63&1’6+2&10’8 log ’+O(’8)],
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while for n3 we have
A(n, ’)=
?2
[(n&1)!]2 {
1
n
2&2n&1’2n&
1
n2&1
2&2(n+1)’2(n+1)
+
2n&5
(n&1)2 (n2&4)
2&2n&5’2(n+2)+o(’2n+4)=
as * a 0.
Proof. From the formula (19) we compute
|H (1)1 (x)|
&2=?2(x2)2 [1+4(x2)2 log(x2)&[(1)+(2)](x2)2
+O(x4(log x)2)],
|H (1)&2(x)|
2=?2(x2)4 [1&2(x2)2+2(x2)4 log(x2)+O(x4)],
while for p3,
|H (1)p (x)|
&2=
?2
[( p&1)!]2
(x2)2p {1& 2p&1 (x2)2
+
2p&5
( p&1)2 ( p&2)
(x2)4+O(x6 log x)= .
Now use the integrals
|
’
0
(x2) p log(x2)
dx
x
=
1
p
(’2) p log(’2)&
1
p2
(’2)2,
|
’
0
x6(log x)2
dx
x
=
1
6
’6(log ’)2&
1
18
’6 log ’+
1
108
’6,
|
’
0
(x2) p
dx
x
=2&p
’ p
p
,
for p # N. K
The asymptotics of !(*) may now be obtained as in the proof of
Theorem 5.8.
Theorem 5.10. Let a>0. In dimension d=4 the spectral shift function
!(*) has the asymptotics
!(*)=2&2’2+2&3’4 log ’+2&4[1+#&2 log 2] ’4+O(’6(log ’)2).
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In dimension d=6,
!(*)=2&5’4& 132
&7’6+2&9’8 log ’+O(’8).
If the dimension d8 is even the asymptotics (46) hold.
Proof of Theorem 1.3 and 1.4. Once the behavior of !(*) has been found
as in Theorems 5.8 and 5.10 the asymptotics can be found exactly as in
Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. K
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